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A self-consistenthybrid Monte Carlo-fluid model for a direct current glow discharge-ispresented.
The Monte Carlo part simulatesthe fast electronswhile the fluid part describesthe ions and slow
electrons. Typical results of the model include collision rates of the fast electrons, energy
distributions of theseelectrons,fluxes and densitiesof the different plasmaspecies,the electric field
and the potential distribution, all as a function of position from the cathode.The influence of the
negative glow on the calculations in the cathodedark spaceis studied. Moreover the influence of
three-dimensionalscatteringinsteadof forward scatteringand the incorporationof side wall effects
is investigated.Calculations are carried out for a range of voltages and pressuresin order to study
their influence on the calculatedquantities.Comparisonwas made betweentotal electrical currents
calculated in the model and experimentally measured ones to check the validity of the
model. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Glow dischargesare being used in many fields of application. They serve extensively as plasma processingdevices
in microelectronics, e.g., for ion etching, thin film deposition, and plasma treating of surfaces,1-3and they also find
application as atomization-excitation-ionizationsources in
analytical chemistry.475
To attain better results in theseapplication fields, a quantitative understandingof the glow discharge is required. We try to obtain this by mathematical
modeling. Three major approaches of modeling can be
found. The first one is to deal with the glow discharge
plasma as a fluid:-I2 It is assumedthat the speciesin the
dischargeare not far from hydrodynamic equilibrium. This
assumptionis not really valid for the fast electrons, so that
the fluid model is only an approximation. The second approach is a kinetic (Boltzmann) mode1,‘3-‘5 which copes
with the nonequilibrium situation of the electrons.The third
way is via Monte Carlo simulations.i6,i7This is the most
accurate one, becauseit deals with particles on the lowest
microscopical level. However, the Monte Carlo model on its
own is not a self-consistentmethod. Recently some hybrid
models oft the glow discharge have been developed.‘8-24
Theseaccountfor the nonequilibrium natureof the fast electrons by treating them with Monte Carlo or kinetic models
whereasself-consistentresults can be achievedby describing
the slow electronsand the ions with a fluid model.
In this work a hybrid self-consistentmodel (combined
Monte Carlo fluid) is developedfor the entire direct current
glow discharge.The electronsare split up in a fast and a slow
group. The fast electrons are modeled with Monte Carlo
simulations whereas the slow electrons and ions are describedwith a fluid approach.Almost all models describedin
the literature refer to glow dischargesused for plasma etch4Author to whom correspondenceshould be addressed;Electronic mail:
bogaerts@uia.ua.ac.be
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ing and deposition and are performed for dischargevoltages
of 100-500 V. This model, however, is meant to describea
glow dischargeused as ion source for mass spectrometryin
which voltages of about 1 kV are common. Hence in this
work emphasisis placed on these higher voltages although
the results of lower voltages are also mentioned.Typical results of the model include collision rates and energy distributions of the fast electrons, fluxes and densities of the
plasma species,the electric field and the potential distribution, all as a function of position from the cathode.Comparison will be made between the actual Monte Carlo simulations and
Ci>
(ii)
(iii)

Monte Carlo calculations in the cathode dark space
(CDS) only to study the influence of the negative
glow (NG),
one-dimensionalMonte Carlo calculations to study
the influence of three-dimensionalscattering,and
three-dimensionalcalculations as if no side walls are
presentto study the influence of absorption,reflection,
and secondaryelectron emission at the walls.

Furthermore the influence of voltage and pressure on the
calculatedquantities will be investigated.Comparisonof the
calculated electrical currents with experimentally measured
ones will be used to verify the validity of the model.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
A. Model assumptions

The fluid model is one dimensional,i.e., it applies to a
dischargebetweentwo infInitely wide electrodes(anodeand
cathode)so that quantities vary only with distancefrom the
electrodes.In the Monte Carlo simulations however, threedimensionalmotion of the electronsis already incorporated,
although the electrons feel only the influence of an axial
electric field since this follows from the fluid model (see
further). The output resuhs of the Monte Carlo model are
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Their three-dimensionalmotion under the influence of the
axial electric field is determinedby Newton’s laws:
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FIG. 1. Standardglow dischargecell in the Fisons VG 9000 glow discharge
mass spectrometer.(1) sample (cathode), (2) mask, (3j insulator, (4) cell
body (anode,made of tantalum), (5) gas inlet (argon), (6) exit slit.

only taken in one dimension,so that combinedwith the onedimensionalfluid model no problemsof current and charge
conservationwill arise.The dischargegeometryto which the
Monte Carlo simulations are applied is that of a standard
dischargecell of the Fisons VG9000 mass spectrometerfor
analyzingflat samples(seeFig. 1). The plasmais assumedto
consist of four species:neutral ground state argon atoms at
rest and uniformly distributed throughout the discharge
(Ai’), singly chargedpositive argonions (AI-+), and fast and
slow electrons.Collision processesof the fast electronstaken
into accountin the Monte Carlo model are excitation, ionization, and elastic collisions. The motion of ions and slow
electronsin the fluid model is assumedto be collisionally
dominatedand describedby diffusion and migration.
l3. Monte Carlo model

cos O=rn,

f$=25-(m),

(1)

where m is a random numberin the interval [O-l]. The initial three-dimensionalvelocities are determinedby the energy E and the angles 8 and $:
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wherex0 ,yo ,zo andx,y,z are the position coordinatesbefore
and after the timestepA~,u,~,u,,~,u,~,and u,,up ,u, are the
velocitiesbeforeand after the timestep,8 is the axial electric
field, and m is the electron mass. After each timestep the
probability of collision is calculated. If a collision takes
place, the kind of collision is determined.Dependingon the
kind of collision the new energyand direction amcalculated.
A detaileddescriptionof this procedurecan be found in Ref.
17. In Ref. 17, however, calculation of the new direction
after collision was restricted to the axial angle 8. In the
presentcompletethree-dimensional
model also the azimuthal
angle (phasto be calculated.For a given axial and azimuthal
anglebeforecollision, 0, and +. , a given axial andazimuthal
scatteringangle,x and r,+(for their meaning,seeRef. 17),the
new axial and azimuthalangles0 and 4 are determinedby=
sin 8 cos 4
sin 8 sin 4
cos e 1
i
cos e. cos +.
ZZ cos e. sin $.
-sin e.
(

-sin f$e sin e. cos 4.
cos $0 sin e. sin cSo
0
cos e,
i

sin x cos i+5
sin x sin * .

x

The Monte Carlo model is similar to the one described
for the electrontransportin the CDS only,i7 which is’a onedimensionalMonte Carlo model but with alreadythe incorporationof three-dimensionalscattering.A few modifications
had to be carried out due to the extensionto the NG and the
completethree-dimensionalmotion.
The complete three-dimensionalmotion is determined
by the axial position z, the radial position r (r2=.x2+y2),
and the axial and azimuthal angles 0 and (p. The electrons
start at the cathode with all radial positions being equally
probable.Their energy is assumedto be 4 eVi7 and their
three-dimensionaldirection is randomly chosen:

’ vx= vno, vy==VYo’

i

cos /y

(4)

i

When the new energy and three-dimensionaldirection are
calculated,the electron trajectory is again definedby Newton’s laws during the next timestep, etc. This procedureis
repeateduntil the electronscollide at the walls or until they
reachenergieslower than the excitation thresholdof Ar. Indeed,when electronsin the NG have energieslower than the
excitation thresholdof Ar, they are transferredto the slow
electron group (describedin the fluid model), becausethey
cannotproduceinelasticcollisions anymoreand are therefore
no longer importantas “fast electrons.”Their only role is to
carry electrical current and to provide negativechargedensity. This transferto the slow electron group is assumedto
occur at a collisional rate based on elastic collisions
((r-lo-l5 cm2).18The assumptionis not so critical because
the splitting up in slow and fast electronsis only artificial. In
Bogaerts, Gijbels, and Goedheer
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the CDS such a transfer is not included since slow electrons
do not remain slow due to rapid accelerationand are therefore not assumedto be created.
When the electrons collide at the walls of the cell, they
can be absorbed,reflected, or causesecondaryelectron emission. The secondaryelectron emission coefficient for Ta as a
function of the electron energy, S, is taken from Ref. 26 and
is rather high (maximum 1.3 at 600 eV) which means that
electrons cause easily the emission of a secondaryelectron.
When S is higher than 1, at least one secondaryelectron is
emitted. The calculated value of S (if 6C 1) or of S- 1 (if
s>l) is compared with a random number (rn) between 0
and 1. If &Cm, no secondaryelectron emission took place
and the electron is simply absorbed. If S>rn, secondary
electron emission or reflection has taken place. We assumed
that about 10% of the electrons are reflected back with no
change in energy and in a direction symmetrical to the normal of the wall, whereasthe remaining 90% causedsecondary electron emission,resulting in a slow electron of about 4
eV and with a direction randomly chosenwith respectto the
normal of the wall.”

C. Fluid model

The fluid model for the ions and slow electrons described here is a single moment approachof the Boltzmann
equation. The relevant coupled equationsare the continuity
equations of ions and electrons [Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively], the flux equationsbased on diffusion and migration
of ions and electrons[Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively], and the
Poisson equation [Eq. (7)]:
&Zi
St+

(6)

e
g (v%?--e,fast)=O9

ji=--,uint

(11)

(ne)i,k+l,(n,)i+l,k+lrCn,l=O,

where C,, containsthe known terms. After discretizationEq.
(7) becomesa function of the following unknowns:

~II[Vi-I,k+l,Vi,k+l.Vi+l,k+l,(ne)i,k+l,CVl=O, (12)

Sji
-=rj,
8x

sn, bj',
-g-+ z=re,
8V
-&T+

where a is 7.36X 1014cmm2V-‘, ,uio is 1420 cm2 s-l V-’ at
1 Torr, B is the electric field, and IZ is the argon gas atom
density.
These five equations can be reduced to three equations
by inserting Eqs. (8) and (9) in Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively.
The resulting three equationsare second order in space, so
six boundary conditions are required. We took: V= - V,,
n==O, &J&=0
at the cathodeand V=O, nc=O, &J&=0
at the anode.Due to the severenonlinearity and strong coupling of these three equations, solving the fluid model is a
difficult numerical problem. The method we used was developed by Passchieret al.6’7 It is a fully implicit method based
on the Scharfetter-Gummel exponential scheme for the
transport equations.6-9’29*30
The advantageof this schemeis
its ability to switch between situations where either the drift
componentor the diffusion componentof the particle flux is
dominant (i.e., high and low electric field, CDS and NG).
The basic idea is that the particle iiux is assumedconstant
between mesh points, instead of the densities. A more detailed derivation of the Scharfetter-Gummel schemeis given
in the Appendix. The three discretized equations are solved
in the following sequence. Going from time kAt to (k
+ l)At, Eqs. (6) (n,) and (7) (V) are solved together with
known ni at time kht. After discretization Eq. (6) can be
written as a function of the following unknowns (seeAppendix):

6V
X-Di

Sni
x7

(8)

(9)
where ni and n, are the ion and slow electron densities,ji
and j, are the correspondingfluxes, V is the electrical potenW
ne.fast is the fast electron density which results from the
Monte Car10model, and r1 and rp are the creation rates of
ions and slow electrons which also result from the Monte
C&lo
model. Finally rui, ,LL~,Di, and D, are the ion and
electron mobilities and diffusion coefficients, respectively.
These transport coefficients are taken from Ref. 18:
D,=2.105
cm2s-1, ,ue,=2.105 cm2 s-l V-‘, 0,=400
cm’s-‘, all at 1 Torr, and pi is given by the Frost formula:28

(10)
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where Cv again contains the known terms. The system of
nonlinear equations[Eq. (1 l)] and linear equations[Eq. (12)]
for each gridpoint is solved simultaneouslyby means of the
Newton-Raphson method. When n, and V are known at
time (k+l)At, Eq. (5) is solved for Yli at time (k+ I)At.
After discretization Eq. (5) yields a tridiagonal system of
linear equations,becauseV at time (k f 1) A t is known:
~‘,i[(ni)i-l,k+~,(ni)i,k+~

r(ni)i+l,k+ll=Cni,

(13)

where C,i contains the known terms. This is solved by the
Thomas algorithm.31
D. Combined

Monte Carlo-fluid

model

The combined model is solved by the iterative procedure
described in Ref. 18. We start with the Monte Carlo model
using an initial guessfor the fast electron flux at the cathode
and for the electric field distribution throughout the discharge
(i.e., linear in the CDS and zero in the NG). Results of the
Monte Carlo model are the creation rates of ions and slow
electrons, as a function of position from the cathode.These
creation rates are used as input in the fluid model. The fluid
model yields a new electric field distribution. Also from the
ion flux at the cathodecalculatedin the fluid model, the new
fast electron flux at the cathode is calculated by j,,,,,(O)
= - y j,(O), where y is the ion induced secondaryelectron
Bogaerts, Gijbels, and Goedheer
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electron ‘transfer’

z b-4

z h-4
FIG. 2. Rate protiles of the fast electrons as a function of position from the
cathode (100 Pa-1000 V).

emission coefficient. The new electric field distribution and
the new fast electron flux are introduced in the Monte Carlo
model and the procedure is repeated until convergenceis
reached.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results are shown for an argon dischargewith a molybdenum cathode (secondary electron emission coefficient is
taken to be 0.12*) at 100 Pa gas pressureand 1000 V discharge voltage. Results at lower voltages (for example, 300
V) are qualitatively the same.The differences that were observedwill be mentioned.
Figure 2 shows the collision rates of the fast electrons
throughoutthe discharge.The excitation rate profile explains
the different bright and dark layers in the discharge.Relatively close to the cathode the excitation rate is rather low
since the electrons have already achievedenergiestoo high
for efficient excitation (the excitation cross section goes
through a maximum at about 25 eVj. This relatively dark
zone correspondsto the CDS. Further in the plasma where
the electric field is low, the electronsmove back and forth by
scattering and can be found many times at the same place,
leading to a high degree of excitation in that region. This
high excitation rate correspondsto the very bright NG. The
ionization rate shows nearly the same behavior but is approximately twice as high. Most of the & ions are createdin
the beginning of the NG. The rate of electron “transfer”
from the fast to the slow electrongroup is zero in the CDS as
explainedbefore, but is nearly equal to the ionization rate in
the NG. At 300 V the rate profiles are qualitatively the same,
but they drop faster to zero towardsthe anodebackplate;at 1
cm from the cathodethere is almost no excitation, ionization,
and electron transfer, since there are not many fast electrons
anymore.
In Fig. 3 the fluxes of the different speciesare presented.
Due to the combination of the three-dimensional Monte
Carlo model with the one-dimensionalfluid model, care has
to be taken that current conservationis preserved.Therefore,
the fast electron flux is not taken from the Monte Carlo
model but is calculated explicitly by
2236
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FIG. 3. Fluxes of the plasma species as a function of position from the
cathode (100 Pa-1000 V).

je,fastb+1) =~,,fast(x)
+ re,fast(X)
A.X,

04)

where re,fast = ri - re. The values resulting from the
Monte Carlo model deviate slightly from the explicitly calculated values due to the three-dimensionalmotion and the
wall effects. However,this deviation is only small since most
of the electrons that collide at the walls cause secondary
electron emission (or are reflected) and only a small fraction
is absorbed.Hence the walls act rather as an energy sink
(electronscoming in with high energiesleave the walls with
only 4 eV) than as a particle sink, since the electronsare not
completely lost, they are only transferredto the slow group.
In the CDS the flux of the slow electrons is still zero since
slow electronsare not createdin this region. The flux of the
fast electrons is directed away from the cathode and increasestowards the CDS-NG interface whereasthe ion flux
is directed towards the cathode and increasesto the same
extent as the electron flux but in the opposite direction, resulting in a constant total current. In the NG the flux of the
fast electronsremainsnearly constantdue to the nearly equal
ionization and electron transfer rates (Fig. 2). The flux of the
slow electronsshows a rather large increaseand the ion flux
varies by the same amount. Moreover the ion flux goes
through zero at about 0.7 cm from the cathode.In the CDS
most of the total electrical current is carried by the ions
whereas in the NG the (slow) electrons are the dominant
current carriers. From Fig. 3 it is seenthat the total current is
2.8X lOI cm-’ S-I which correspondsto an electrical current of 4.5 mA/cm2: Experimentally a value of 5.29 mA/cm’
was obtained foi- a MO cathode in Ar at 100 Pa and 962 V.
The two values agreereasonablywell which clearly validates
the presentmodel. At 300 V the fluxes show qualitatively the
samebehavior,but the variation in slow electron and ion flux
is steeperin the beginning of the NG and much flatter further
in the NG where the creation rates are nearly zero. The ion
flux goes through zero at about 0.5 cm from the cathode.
Figure 4 shows the densities of the different species in
the discharge.The ion density is nearly constant in the CDS
and increasesrapidly in the NG, reaching a maximum halfway the discharge.The slow electron density is zero in the
CDS and nearly equal to the ion density in the NG. This
Bogaerts, Gijbels, and Goedheer
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FIG. 4. Densities of the plasma speciesas a function of position from the
cathode(100 Pa-1000 V).

results in a net positive spacechargein the CDS and nearly
charge neutrality in the NG. Close to the anode the slow
electrondensitygoesto zero while the ion densityremainsat
a constantvalue comparableto the values in the CDS. The
fast electrondensityis nearly five ordersof magnitudelower
than the ion and slow electron densitiesand hencedoes not
contribute to the spacecharge.At 300 V the ion and slow
electrondensitiesshow a more asymmetricalbehavior,peaking closer to the cathode,following from the creation rate
profiles. The fast electrondensity has nearly droppedto zero
at 1 cm from the cathode, since the majority of the fast
electronsis alreadytransferredto the slow group.
The densities result in the electric field and potential
distribution illustrated in Fig. 5. The potential distribution
shows a large variation in the CDS. The position where the
potential goes through zero is definedas the CDS-NG interface and is calculatedto be at 0.155 cm from the cathodeat
thesedischargeconditions.The potential is slightly positive
(about8.4 V) in the NG, which is called the plasmapotential.
Close to the anodethe potential returns again to zero. The
electric field shows a large, almost linear increasein the
CDS. It doesnot crossthe zero line at the CDS-NG interface
but bends off to a small negative value in the NG. It goes
through zero at about 0.7 cm and then takes small positive

z b-4
FIG. 5. Potential and electric field as a f&ction of position from the cathode
(100 Pa-1000 V).
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 76, No. 4, 15 August 1995

FIG. 6. Energy distribution of the fast electronsat the anodebackplate(100
Pa-1000 V).

values. Close to the anodeit rises to about 500 V/cm. This
region close to the anodewhere the electric field rises again,
where a net positive spacechargeis observed,and wherethe
potential becomeszero is called the anodezone. At 300 V
the electric field and potential distribution show the same
behavior.
Figure 6 representsthe energy distribution of the fast
electrons bombardingthe anode. It should be noticed that
only the fast electrongroup is shown,constitutingabout23%
of the total number of electronsonly (see further). The remaining77% belongsto the slow electrongroup. When these
electrons,which have energieslower than 12 eV, would be
included in the figure, the part of the energy distribution
below 12 eV would increaseto a large extent, and the shape
of the energydistribution of higher energieswould not be so
easily distinguished.Hence,for the sake of clarity, only the
energy distribution belonging to the fast electron part is
shown.The distribution has a maximum at low energies(below 50 eV), it is low in the m iddle-energyrange (50-800
eV) and rises againslightly at energiesof about 900-950 eV.
It appearsthat the electronshave either very low or rather
high energies.The explanationfor this can be found in the
cross sectionsfor the relevant electron collisions; the cross
sectionsof electron impact excitation and ionization reach,
indeed,a maximum at about 25 (Ref. 32) and 100 eV (Refs.
15 and 33), respectively.Hence, the low-energy electrons,
which possessenergiesat which the collision cross sections
are high, are subjectto many collisions thereby losing more
energy while the high-energyelectronsare too fast for efficient collisions and maintain their energy. A peak is also
observedat maximum energy.It meansthat about 0.6% of
the fast electronshave traversedthe entire dischargewithout
any collisions. The calculations also yielded information
about the total electron multiplication throughout the discharge.Starting from one electron at the cathode,nearly 12
secondaryelectronsbombardthe anode.About 77% of these
electronsbelong to the slow electron group whereasthe remaining23% still belongto the fast electrongroup.At 300 V
the distribution is shifted to lower energies;a peak at maxim u m energy is hardly observedand relatively more slow
electronsare formed.
Bogaerts, Gijbels, and Goedheer
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FIG. 7. Fraction of fast electronsthat reenterthe CDS after scatteringin the
NG, as a function of distance to the cathode (100 Pa-1000 V).

We also investigatedthe influenceof the NG on the calculationsin the CDS, i.e., the numberof electronsthat return
back to the CDS from the NG. This number appearsto be
rather high. One electron starting at the cathodereturns on
the averageseventimes back to the CDS. Figure 7 showsthe
position which the electrons can reach in the CDS before
they are turned back under the influence of the electric field.
This “range” is an almost exponentially decreasingcurve,
About 70% can reach 0.1 mm into the CDS (z=O.145 cm),
about 50% can penetrate0.2 mm (z=O.135 cm), about 10%
can reach 0.8 mm (z=O.O75cm) and less then 5% can go
further back than 1 mm (z=O.O55cm). Figure 8 shows the
electrondensity in the CDS, calculatedconsideringthe CDS
onlyI and also when the NG is-incorporatedin the model.
Due to the backscatteringfrom the NG into the CDS, the
density near the CDS-NG interface is 4-5 times higher than
when the calculations stop at the interface. This also yields
higher excitation and ionization rates. Moreover, the mean
energyof the electronsis lowered when the NG is incorporated in the calculations.At the CDS-NG interface the mean
energyis halved while the maximum mean energy (at about

3.0

3
d

b-4

FIG. 9. Fast electron mean energyin the CDS as a function of position from
the cathode,calculatedconsidering(1) the entire dischargeand iz) the CDS
only (100 Pa-1000 V).

0.1 cm from the cathode)is reducedfrom 700 to 600 eV, as
can be seen in Fig. 9. The incorporation of the NC in the
calculationshenceinfluencesthe results to a large extent.
The influenceof three-dimensionalscatteringon the calculations was also investigated:due to the back and forth
scattering,the electron density in the beginning of the NG
was higher than derived from a model where only forward
scattering is considered.This results in a higher ionization
rate, as is illustrated in Fig. 10. However the numberof fast
electrons that can reach the backplate of the cell is less,
comparedto the case where the electronsall move forward
and are not affected by the side walls. Thereforethe ionization rate at the end of the NG is lower with threedimensionalscatteringthan with forward scattering.The excitation rate showsthe samebehavior.Sinceit is known from
optical emission profiles’* that the excitation rate is characterizedby a peak at the beginningof the NC, the calculations
with three-dimensionalscatteringyield more correct results.
The total amount of ionization is slightly higher with threediinensionai scattering, which yields somewhathigher par-

lo

1: three-dimensional
1 2: forward scattering

scattering

1.5
1.0
0.5

z (cm)
FIG. 8. Fast electron density in the CDS as a function of position from the
cathode, calculated considering (1) the entire discharge and (2) the CDS
only (100 Pa-1000 V).
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z b-4
FIG. 10. Ionization rate as a function of position Tom the cathode,calculated (1) with three-dimensionaland (2) with forward scattering (100 Pa1000 V).
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FIG. 11. Comparisonof calculatedand experimentally measuredelectrical
currents for different voltagesand pressures.

title densitiesand fluxes. The total electricalcurrent is about
30% higher with three-dimensionalscattering(4.5 mA/cm2
comparedto 3.36 rn41cm2when forward scatteringis considered).
As statedbefore, the calculationswere carried out in,the
dischargecell representedby Fig. 1, and absorption,refection and secondaryelectronemissionon the side walls were
explicitly taken into account. To demonstratethat this. explicit incorporationof the side walls is really necessary,the
calculations were carried out in three dimensionsas if no
side walls existed.The electronsstay then in the plasmafor
a very long time and can causea large numberof collisions,
resultingin high ionizationrates,high electronmultiplication
rates, high densities, etc. The calculated quantities are all
about 50 times higher than when the side walls were taken
into account.The total electricalcurrent was calculatedto be
230 insteadof 4.5 mA/cm’. This indicatesthat the resultsare
unrealistic and that the side walls indeed have to be taken
into account.
In order to investigatethe influence of Ar gas pressure
and dischargevoltage on the calculatedquantities,the simulations were carried out at different voltagesand pressures.
Figure 11 showsthe calculatedtotal currentsas a function of
voltage at two pressures.Comparingthesecalculatedvalues
with the ones experimentallymeasuredwith the VG 9000
massspectrometerfor a M O cathodein an Ar discharge,34
we
concludethat the model does not allow to describethe rear
situationin a quantitativeway, althoughthe calculatedvalues
are alreadyin the right order of magnitude.The influenceof
pressureseems somewhattoo large. The influence of the
voltage seems reasonably well described at low voltages
(<600 V) but not yet at higher voltages.In the model, the
magnitudeof the flux results from the magnitudeof the ionization rate which in turn dependson the energyof the electrons. The energyof the electronsfollows from the discharge
voltage. In this mannerthe dischargevoltage determinesthe
electricalcurrent.At low voltages(<600 V) the meanenergy
of the electronsis about 100 eV or less, so lying before the
maximum in the ionization cross section.“,33When increasing the voltage the correspondingelectron energy also inJ. Appl. Phys., Vol. 78, No. 4, 15 August 1995

creases,which yields higher ionizationrates and higher electrical currents.However,-at voltageshigher than 600 V, the
meanenergyof the electronsis rather high (about200 eV for
600 V to about 500 eV for 1400 V dischargevoltage) and
lies in the energyrangewherethe ionization cross sectionis
over its maximum and is nearly constant.The variations in
dischargevoltageare hencenot reflectedin variationsof ionization rates and electrical currents at these voltages.This
feature of constant or even slightly decreasingionization
ratesand electronmultiplication factors with increasingvoltagesis also found in other simulation work15*35-37
at higher
voltages.Meyyappanand Kreskovsky’2 calculatedthe correct (experimental) voltage-current behavior at voltages
lower than 200 V, assumingthat the electron energy distribution is Maxwellian. This assumption,however, does not
agree with experimentally measured electron energy
distributions;38the latter clearly resemble the distribution
calculatedin the presentmodel, and it is generallyaccepted
that the electronenergyis rather high.
The fact that the current-voltagerelationsare satisfactorily describedat low voltagesbut not at high voltagesleads
us to the conclusionthat at low voltagesthe processesincorporatedin the model are indeedthe dominantones,but that
at higher voltages other processescome into play. First, at
higher voltagesand higher electronenergies,the creationof
multiply chargedAr ions can becomemore important.At?
ions have a much higher secondary electron emission
coefficient39which resultsin an increaseof the total current.
However, Carman’5found that the creation rate of A?’ is
still about 20 times lower than that of Arf at 1000V, so that
incorporatingthis processwill probably not have a large effect. Second,at higher voltagesthe Ar ions and fast Ar atoms
createdby chargetransfer reach higher energies.Ionization
of Ar atomsby impact of fast Ar ions and fast Ar atomscan
then comeinto play. In Ref. 40 it was shownthat this process
can becomedominantat high electrical fields (871~
> 15 kTd;
where 1 Td=10W2rV m2). Preliminary results have indeed
already shown that theseprocessescan have significant effect. Third, the more energeticAr ions and fast atoms at
higher voltages also cause more sputtering during cathode
bombardment.The sputteredatomscan be ionized and these
ions also contributeto the total electricalcurrent. This effect
was indeed found to be important in Ref. 41 where aluminum sputtering dischargesin argon were investigated.Another effect that can come into play at high voltagesis gas
heating as a result of the increasedpower input. The gas
heating effect at constantpressurecausesa dilution of the
gas accordingto the ideal gas law. This results in a longer
mean free path of the electronswhich yields less ionization
and hence a lower electrical current. This effect therefore
seemsto be opposite to the three effects mentionedabove
and cannot explain the discrepancybetweencalculatedand
experimentalcurrents.Finally it was suggestedthat stepwise
ionizationfrom the metastablelevels can possibly play a role
in explainingthe presentdiscrepancy.This effect can indeed
be important at low voltages,“’where a lot of electronshave
energiestoo low for direct ionization from the ground state.
However, at the voltagesconsideredin this paper,the effect
was found to be negligible,43since the electronenergiesare
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IV. CONCLUSION

A self-consistenthybrid Monte Carlo-fluid model is presentedthat describesa dc glow dischargein Ar. The Monte
Carlo part simulatesthe fast electronswhile the fluid part
describesthe gas ions and slow electrons.The calculated
jj
60
quantitiesare collision ratesand energydistributionsof the
-i
-4
fast electrons,fluxesand densitiesof the plasmaspecies,and
i
the electric field and potentialdistributions.Comparisonwas
secondary electrons
made betweenMonte Carlo calculationscarried out in the
CDS only and similar calculationsin the entire discharge.It
was found that the influenceof electronsfrom the N G that
reenter
the CDS was ratherhigh. The calculationswere car00 460 650 primary
800 10‘00
electrons
1200 1400
*
ried out in a three-dimensionalgeometrycorrespondingto a
v (Volt)
typical dischargecell of the FisonsVG 9000 glow discharge
massspectrometer.The influenceof three-dimensionalscatFIG. 12. Relative contribution of the primary, secondary,and thennalized
tering and the incorporationof side walls in the Monte Carlo
electron group at the anodeas a function of voltage at three different pressimulations on the calculatedquantities was investigated.
sures.
The three-dimensionalscattering enhancedthe ionization
ratesandhencethe particledensitiesand fluxesand yielded a
more realistic total electricalcurrentcomparedto simple forward scattering.Moreoverthe rate profiles showeda behavmuch higher and an intermediatelevel for ionizationis there- ior that agreedbetter with experimental optical emission
fore not needed.Incorporationof the other four processes data. The incorporationof side walls in the dischargewas
will howeverbe necessaryin future work in order to inves- found to be extremelyimportantsince the calculatedquantities without side walls were far too high (i.e., the obtained
tigate their influence on the I-V results.
The influence of dischargevoltage on other quantities electrical current was 230’insteadof about 5 mA/cm2):-The
relatedto the total current like particle densitiesand fluxes intluenceof pressureand voltageon the calculatedquantities
was studied.The pressuredependenceseems somewhattoo
will not be correctly predictedeither at voltagesabove600 V
and will hence not further be discussedhere. Only those high. The voltage dependenceis satisfactorily predicted at
voltages lower than 600 V, but not yet at higher voltages,
quantitiesof which it is believedthat the pressureand voltalthoughthe calculatedvaluesare close to the experimental
age effects are correctly predictedare presented.From the
Monte Carlo simulationsit is possibleto acquireinformation ones.It is suggestedthat at higher voltagesother processes
can come into play, like
aboutthe splitting up of electronsin
creationof A?’ ions,
6)
a primary group of electronsthat have traversedthe
(9
(ii)
Arf ion and fast Ar atom impact ionization,
whole dischargewithout collisions,
(iii)
contributionof sputteredatoms and ions and
a secondarygroup of electronsthat have lost energy
(ii)
(iv)
the effect of gasheatingwhich is oppositeto the three
by collisions but are still energeticenoughfor inelasaboveprocesses.In future work theseprocesseswill
tic collisions, and
be incorporated.
(iii) a group of thermalizedelectronsthat are unable to
causeinelastic collisions.
$1

q

-

-

Figure 12 shows the splitting up of these three electron
groups at the anode backplateas a function of discharge
voltageat three different pressures.In contrastto the behavior of thesethree groups at the interfacebetweenCDS and
N G 13,15
the thermalizedgroup is dominantat the end of the
disihargeplasma at all voltagesand pressures(of the order
of 80%) whereasthe primary group is always smaller than
1.5%. The primary and secondarygroup increasewith increasingvoltage and decreasingpressurewhile the thermalized group showsthe oppositebehavior.This was to be expectedsince at lower pressuresand higher voltagesinelastic
collisions are not so frequentand lessenergyis lost by electrons.The plasmapotential seemsratherindependentof dischargeconditions, although the model predicts a slight increaseat increasingpressuresand voltages.The position of
electricalfield reversalincreaseswith increasingvoltageand
decreasingpressure.
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APPENDIX: THE EXPONENTIAL FINITE DIFFERENCE
SCHEME

Considerthe one-dimensionalcontinuity equation [i.e.,
Eqs. (5) and (6)]:
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and the flux equationof diffusion and migration [i.e., Eq. (8)
and (9)]:
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Discretizationof Eq. (Al) yields
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According to the Scharfetter-Gummelexponentialscheme,j
is assumedconstantbetweenmeshpoints. Integrationof Eq.
(A2) with j=constant=ji+l,2,k+ 1, yields for jj+ 112,k+1
(time
level k+l is omitted):
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Inserting Eq. (A4) into Eq. (A3) leadsfinally to
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Therefore,Eq. (A5) and hencealso Eq. (Al) can be seenas
function of the following unknowns: f(ni-l,k+l,ni,kfl,
n~+l,k+IrVi-I,k+IrV~,k+lrVi+i.k+l~~
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